#StayHomeHack is a fully remote hackathon
helping our society stay connected, productive and healthy

Hundreds of experts from around the world are discovering
important problems, sharing resources and finding solutions
together. Join us at stayhomehack.com

PROJECT

Help Delivered
Bringing together the thousands of volunteers and people in
need with one simple request/response platform. The existing
digital community boards receive too many requests, provide
uncertain responses, leaving volunteers unsure where people
need help. We provide a clear feed of requests and a userfriendly map to easily identify active requests in your local
community.
HOW YOU CAN HELP

C O N TA C T

1

helpDelivered@geoﬀpidcock.com

2.
3.

Requests and volunteers to help fulfil
them and provide feedback to us
Intros to Facebook group moderators
who share this challenge
Additional developers to build our MVP
faster

SLIDES

stayhomehack.com/project/help-delivered

Where brilliant minds become exceptional entrepreneurs
Apply now at http://stay.ventures
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MEET THE TEAM

Mitchell Browne
I am an up and coming web developer, part of the current software
engineering immersive class at General Assembly Sydney. I joined Stay
Home Hack to make a positive contribution and lend a hand in the response
to the current global pandemic. Working with a team of experienced
professionals in data, web development and UX was an opportunity that
couldn’t be turned down.
Geoff Pidcock
I use data to improve the service experience for over 150,000 customers at
Atlassian. I joined Stay Home Hack to contribute my professional skills to a
good cause, and explore novel solutions to the problems we're all facing
during this pandemic.
Aidil Abdullah
I’m a UX designer with strong skills in user research and prototype. I want to
use my skills to help create better service and products especially at this
tough times we are going through.
Christopher Lam
I joined Stay Home Hack to help put a stop to the coronavirus. I love all
things Javascript and Ruby and want to create an social app to assist people
stuck in isolation. I’ve has worked at companies including Ventia, Plann &
Jobgetter and was mostly recently accepted as a founder in the Antler
accelerator.
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